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Introduction
 Today’s goal is to draw attention to the difference 

between ‘electronic technology’ and ‘information 
technology’ in legal contexts.

 Discussion of the evolution of the role of ICT in law.
 What is a “Pedagogy Evolution” in the context of the role 

of ICT in legal practice and education?
 What other software could be made?
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Part 1: Reflecting on human nature
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Portia’s caskets
 Portia’s caskets are an information puzzle.  
 They challenged suitors to discern meaning 

from the container.  
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The Lottery
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Casket
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Refusal
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Revelation
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Shakespeare’s lessons
  

● Most people (all but one) will be deceived by 
outward appearances, and will need to read the 
contents.

● People tolerate puzzles and procedures if there 
is no other way to achieve the goal.   
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Implications
● Teachers should be given some introduction to 

technology, in the same way they should be given 
some assistance with different forms of education.

● We should consider something more than 
superficial concerns with ‘design thinking’ or 
‘machine learning’ and open up the box of ‘what is 
legal information?’.
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Part 2 – Perspectives on technology in the 
litigation context
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Media, Technology and Law
 The electronic technologies (video conferencing/email/document scanning) are valuable 

primarily because they change the communication environment.  They allow teleportation of 
the same information – a televisual function.   

 In fact, the common law and trials still rely on oral traditions.  As McLuhan said media is 
‘make happen’ not ‘make aware’ agents (p59, Understanding Media)

 The information technologies are valuable (or should be) because they have the power to 
create new forms of immediate communication.  Yet we do not do so.  Word Processors 
pretend to be paper-like technology, but are not even used in an exam situation

 Collaboration software is useful when it does not pretend to be traditional paper technology. 
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Courts
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Electronic formats
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E-Trials (litigation)
 The electronic medium in its photographic function replaces paper 

and creates case books (databases/document libraries).
 It is believed to save time, space, and money.  Once the information 

arrives at Court the transportation function is complete.  
 The input data (statements, pleadings etc) are in largely the same 

form as before.
 The output data (judgments) are in largely the same form as before.
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Paper media...
 Judges ask for traditional forms based on paper technology (a 

witness statement, a pleading).  Trials still follow an oral tradition.
 The Word Processor dominates.  We only have ‘paragraphs’ or 

‘headings’ etc to encapsulate units of data.
 Turning paper documents into electronic documents has not 

changed the units of data at all.  It has changed how we access 
records, but not their form.  
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e-Discovery interfaces
● https://static.ringtail.com/ediscovery-software/ringtail/screenshot

s/analytics-cubes.jpg
 (Accessed 26 June 2018)

https://static.ringtail.com/ediscovery-software/ringtail/screenshots/analytics-cubes.jpg
https://static.ringtail.com/ediscovery-software/ringtail/screenshots/analytics-cubes.jpg
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Statistics – hidden in lit support
● https://static.ringtail.com/ediscovery-software/ringtail/screenshot

s/predictive-coding-projections.jpg
 (Accessed 26 June 2018)

https://static.ringtail.com/ediscovery-software/ringtail/screenshots/predictive-coding-projections.jpg
https://static.ringtail.com/ediscovery-software/ringtail/screenshots/predictive-coding-projections.jpg
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Professional values can influence the use of technology:
Triumph Controls UK Limited v Primus International 

http://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWHC/TCC/2018/176.html 
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Part 3 – The Expectations of Clients
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Computer Science v Information Tech
 The “new” computer science in machine learning/AI etc is 20+ years 

old in biology, cognition. 
 Sophisticated products take time to develop.  The technologies are not 

yet mature in legal context.  Lots of “buzz” and positioning for new 
books etc.    

 Statistical learning (predictive coding, text analysis) will impress, but 
other areas (expert systems) suffer from conceptual complexity issues.
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What’s driving the ‘industry’?
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Professional Change = Time savers
● If software can identify the main parts of 

contracts (clauses, concepts) then why 
not demonstrate concretely in contract 
classes?

● Should students be taught the reasons 
why these work or do not work?
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The legal software “market”
 Many startups, particularly CS grads, talking up products before they 

have built them or understood the nature of the problem (“vapourware”).
 Target areas (e-discovery) are bulk-processing ‘soft spots’ - easy for law 

firms to sell a ‘saving’ to clients in high cost areas.  No close links to 
legal theory or pedagogy yet.

 Sophisticated software sellers (e.g. document management systems, 
document assembly programs) built on the WP-at-centre paradigm.  
Creates information blocks/silos.
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Part 4 – Information technology in legal education
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The Role of IT
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● What technologies allow law students to construct 
and present knowledge in new ways?

● Can we adjust the expectations so that digital 
literacy becomes part of the process of presenting 
and assessing knowledge?  What ICT tools could 
we use?

Some Open Questions
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Reflect on your use of media...
 Is the use of technology in your educational environment use of the 

medium for:

a) Photographing, transportation (Blackboard, Moodle eLectures etc);

b) Communication (“the medium is the message”) (collaboration, 
sharing tools, social media); and/or

c) Changing knowledge and thought (the tool shapes the hand).  Do 
we teach and assess using the same media? Why not?
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Evolution in the role of ICT 
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Where are we at?

● Learning and course management environments 
drive the ICT push.  i.e. Teaching at scale, 
Assessment, Feedback, Learning Communities.

● Less attention given to how students the way 
information is presented in a non WP way.
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What exactly does a Hackathon do?
● Coding provides insights into logic.  
● Sophisticated products or platforms take considerable 

time, expertise and commitment.
● Law students can be taught the basics of systems 

thinking, mathematics etc in any way, if that assists them 
to understand the context of their work.  

● Fundamentals may be more important than superficial 
exposure.
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Scope for pedagogic evolution
 ICT can allow students and lawyers to visualise 

and store information differently.
 Why?  Because that is what has happened in 

other fields.  Technology will change how we 
engage with the subject matter.
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Tools needed: constructivist 
learning?

● Working with concepts and text (dual formats?)
● Text manipulation software is often separate 

from the concept manipulation software.
● Live, teacher-led construction of concepts is 

difficult with ICT (i.e. use whiteboard).
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What should we be focussing on?
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The role for lawyers
● The community just wants to get things done
● Lawyers have acted as ‘protectors’ against 

misinformation, poorly prepared claims, 
ignorance and over-reach of State powers.

● If technology becomes infrastructure, the 
community will need judicial forums to discuss 
how technology was used, even by lawyers.
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Design Thinking = Social Choice
● When we think about design thinking, we do not 

need to think solely in terms of ‘client expectations’.
● If we think about law as a public function, then 

lawyers need to anticipate the need for ‘justice’ 
issues arising from technology.

● Anticipation will include regulation of over-reach, 
but people still want technology.
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A side project
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Educational hypermedia
● I am experimenting with software to allow 

placement of content and text in proximity.
● It’s a tool for creating, storing and presenting 

knowledge in a non-linear way.
● The navigation of concepts is intended to 

resemble hyperlinks.
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Concepts + Text
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Nested (enclosed) concepts
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Concepts With Text
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Design issues
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Conclusions
 New concept mapping tools encapsulate the idea of 

design thinking.
 Word processing is an ICT ‘test’: has its use changed?  

Is there an alternative?   
 Test prototypes for usability, cognitive load.
 Find an expert to guide you.
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